
REVIEW

Alongside CD, DVD playback has become 
a mainstay of AV applications and from 
museums to film festivals, point of sale to 
conferences, the silver disc, in its many 

flavours, is now ubiquitous. Multiformat DVD players 
are now commodity items in the most literal sense and 
a quick trawl around Tesbury’s will reveal no-name 
players from around UK£15 upwards. However, there 
is a world of difference between the cheap domestic 
players and those with professional aspirations.

HHB has introduced an all-singing all-dancing 
DVD/CD/DVDA/SACD machine. The UK£675 (+ VAT) 
UDP-89 is the new kid on the block in the professional 
player market from a company that has an enviable 
reputation for designing professional versions of 
consumer devices.

Form factor is 1u rackmount but it’s a deep unit 
and weighs a not inconsiderable 4.3kg giving some 
immediate credibility to the ‘professional’ soubriquet. 
The HHB logo is the power button, which lights in 
a rather garish fashion when on. All the buttons 
feel suitably substantial and emit loud clicks when 
pressed; positive certainly.

Although HHB is at pains to stress the ‘industrial 
strength’ of the unit, the very slim disk tray feels 
fairly flimsy to me and a quick look under the hood 
reveals nothing in the way of dust-proofing. However, 
the same ‘look under the hood’ also reveals where 
one of the real strengths of this player may lie. The 
audio board is huge, occupying almost a third of the 
interior space. Among other components this contains 
Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz D-A convertors — audiophile 

stuff. The tangible external evidence of this is a 25-pin 
D-sub carrying balanced analogue audio outputs in 5.1 
and stereo formats, two XLR-3s duplicating the stereo 
out alongside the usual unbalanced phonos. Equally 
unusual are an AES-EBU stereo output alongside the 
familiar coaxial and Toslink optical SPDIF outputs 
carrying either stereo PCM or encoded streams.

Bass management, individual channel level trims 
and delay are available for the analogue 5.1 outputs 
making the UDP-89 eminently suitable for feeding 
directly into powered speakers with no preamp/
decoder/amplifier required. The audio hardware is 
amply matched by the software. Support for SACD, 
DVDA, MLP, DTS, Dolby Digital and MP3 (Oh, 
well…) are all present. There is even a pink noise 
source for setting up. For cueing, there is a front panel 
headphone socket and volume pot; output level is 
adequate rather than generous.

Things are almost as promising on the video front 
with six 14-bit 165MHz video D-ACs and support for 
all the standard recorded DVD formats except DVD-
RAM. Video CD and SuperVCDs are also catered for 
along with ISO9660 or UDF formatted discs containing 
MPEG1, MPEG2 and MPEG4 ASP coded video files 
with embedded MPEG, PCM or Dolby Digital audio. 
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HHB UDP-89
Professional picture and audio disc source playback has traditionally required different 

boxes. Things have changed with the arrival of this professional universal DVD/CD player, 

as ROB JAMES finds out.



REVIEW

There is no mention of DiVX and I didn’t have a 
suitable disc on hand to check. However, the unit can 
also cope with JPEGs on CD or DVD-ROMs.

Most DVD players can cope with PAL and NTSC 
but many simply output the same format as the disc 
which means the screen must be capable of accepting 
whichever format is output. The UDP-89 converts in 
either direction outputting PAL from NTSC sources 
and vice-versa as required although if the display 
can cope the images will be better if output in their 
native format. The UDP-89 is region free, or at any 
rate it certainly plays the region 2 and region 1 (US) 
discs I tried. It also scales as required to 480p/576p 
SD, 720p or 1080i HD. As supplied, HDMI output 
was turned off so I had to use an alternative analogue 
connection to view the OSD and turn it on. Annoying 
and it had me fooled for a while into thinking the 
HDMI output wasn’t working. However, the default 
is listed in the manual as ‘on’, so I guess this was an 
oversight on my part.

The HDMI version isn’t specified but I tried an 
early display fitted with V1.0 and a much more recent 
one fitted with V1.3 without problems on either. 
Apart from HDMI you also get YPbPr component 
analogue on BNCs, menu selectable to RGB for 
SCART connections, etc., S-video on mini-DIN, and 
composite on BNC and phono. There is no DVI output, 
but you could always use the HDMI with a convertor 
assuming the destination is HDCP compliant for 
commercial discs. Also missing is a genlock input so 
a TBC will be necessary if mixing with other sources. 

The other major strength is control. Predictably, 
there is a comprehensive infra-red remote but that 
is just the tip of a rather large iceberg (That’s big 
for a remote. Ed). An RS-232 serial 9-pin D-Sub 
socket opens up the world of Crestron, AMX and 
custom control. This is accompanied by a user-

configurable GPI-O parallel remote 9-pin female 
socket providing Volt-free closure contact control of 
transport commands, etc. Five programmable inputs 
and three tally outputs for Play, Pause and No Disc 
are supported.

Unlike domestic players the UDP-89 doesn’t sulk 
and go into screensaver mode after a minute or two 
in pause. Freeze frame still image quality is excellent 
and I got bored after leaving it in pause for half an 
hour. On the other hand, when you need to use the 
screensaver, it would be nice to be able to change the 
wallpaper from the HHB logo to an image of your 
own choosing as some other players allow. Useful for 
branding, putting up a slate and so on. By default, 
the screensaver is off and all you get is a grey screen, 
black would be more useful in my applications.

Further ‘Pro’ features include Eject Lock, Cue 
Marks and Auto Pause. Ten Marker points may be 
stored and used to locate specific material. Programme 
and repeat play is also available.

Playing a couple of DTS surround audio discs, 
inaccessible previously, was a revelation. Similarly 
the player acquits itself very well on the picture front 
with excellent upscaling even on grainy old transfers. 
Since this player is most likely to be considered for 
installs, the precise application requirements will 
determine its suitability. However, it is clear that this 
machine majors on audio and I cannot think of a 
direct competitor if audio is the primary consideration, 
if SACD or DVD-A with balanced outputs are involved 
then this is pretty much the only game in town. At 
the price it will also, and rightly, come under scrutiny 
for home cinema systems. The UDP-89 joins a select 
band of professional CD/DVD players with sufficient 
distinguishing features to make it a ‘must consider’. 
I’m awaiting a Blu-ray version with bated breath. 
How about it HHB? n

pROs Audiophile audio D-A convertors; 
comprehensive control options; excellent 
upscaling.

No genlock; no dust sealing; disc tray a 
bit flimsy and fiddly.

the other new machine in the HHb range 
is the CDR-
882 Dualburn 
dual-drive CD 
recorder. A 
Discspan mode 
overcomes the 
80-minute limit 
of CD recording 

by extending the recording across 
multiple discs. Discspan allows the user 
to set overlap and fade in/out durations 
when switching between discs with 
track iDs automatically written to each 
disc to mark the transition. On playback 
the CDR-882 uses these track iDs to 
provide uninterrupted programme 
audio. in addition the track iDs provide 
precise reference markers when 
reconstructing the recording in a DAw.

the feature set includes Dualburn 
simultaneous recording to two drives, 
high speed disc duplication, a heavy-
duty 2u rackmounting chassis, quartz 
crystal derived internal clock, on-board 
sRC, balanced and unbalanced analogue 
and digital i-Os and parallel and Rs232 
remote control.
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Contact
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website: www.hhb.co.uk
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